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THE GIFT OF THE MAGI
O. HENRY

• Part of  the beautifully designed, unique series of  ‘Christmas 
Card Classics’.

• High production values, with French flaps and printed on 
Munken Premium papers.

• 25% of  the RRP goes to Three Peas, a small charity supporting 
people who have had to flee war or persecution.

One dollar and eighty-seven cents. That was all. And sixty cents of  it was in 
pennies. Pennies saved one and two at a time by bulldozing the grocer and the 
vegetable man and the butcher until one’s cheeks burned with the silent imputation 
of  parsimony that such close dealing implied. Three times Della counted it. One 
dollar and eighty-seven cents. And the next day would be Christmas.

First published in 1905, O. Henry’s masterpiece, The Gift of  the 
Magi, is a moving short story that highlights the plight of  the poor at 
Christmastime. Desperately in love but destitute, Della and Jim try 
to find ways to drum up the cash for presents for one another, but in 
the end find they have sacrificed too much along the way. An ode to 
love and a warning against the consequences of  capitalism, The Gift 
of  the Magi has stood the test of  time and has sadly never been more 
relevant. 

Part of  Renard’s successful Christmas Card Classics series, 25% of  
the RRP of  each book sold goes to the Three Peas, a small charity 
supporting refugees.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
William Sydney Porter (1862–1910), better known as O. Henry, was an 
American writer best known for his short stories, especially ‘The Gift of  
the Magi’. An early master of  the genre, his work became synonymous 
with surprise twists and observational wit.

ISBN: 978-1-80447-023-7
Paperback with flaps • 40pp
£3.99 • BIC: FC 105 x 155 mm
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